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Arrival information to: 
 
AVAT Automation GmbH 
Konrad-Adenauer-Str. 5 (visitors address) 
D-72072 Tübingen 
Germany 
 
Position: 48° 30,70’ N 9° 3,09’ E 
 
Arrival by railway 
We are in 10 minutes walking distance from Tübingen main station. 
Time table information: Use the German Railway information system. (www.bahn.de) 
Enter the following station: Tübingen Hbf 
Route description: Leave the station underground passageway by its South exit (the direction 
opposite to the reception building). A large, former barracks building in front of you is confirmation 
that you have chosen the right direction when you leave the pedestrian passageway. Turn right; 
you come past a phone booth and reach Hegelstraße. Follow Hegelstraße for some hundred meters 
to the Derendinger Straße junction. 
 
Cross the Derendinger Straße at a pedestrian light. After the pedestrian light, turn left and follow 
the Derendinger Straße. You cross one cross-road. You turn right into the next cross road which is 
Konrad-Adenauer-Straße. Approximately 50m after you see on the left side a building with red 
windows frame. Follow the signs left into the driveway and left to the main entrance. You will find 
AVAT on the first floor. 
 
Arrival by aircraft 
Tübingen is quite close to Stuttgart Airport (STR). (www.flughafen-stuttgart.de) 
The journey from the airport to our office takes about 20-30 minutes by taxi. 
You can also take a line 828 bus (Airport Sprinter) to Tübingen main station. The journey takes 
approx. 1 hour; the buses run from Monday to Friday every hour and on Saturday every other hour. 
From the bus terminal, go into the reception building of the main station, then through the station 
underground passageway and then as described above for the railway journey. 
 
Arrival by car 
Tübingen can be reached from the North and South via the B 27 as well as from the West and East 
via the B28. The B27 crosses the A8 in the North of Tübingen, the B28 crosses the A81 in the 
West of Tübingen. The B28 goes directly past our office. 
When you arrive in Tübingen, you can follow the detailed maps on our site (approach information 
sheet). If you want to drive through the city, which is well worth seeing, you should observe or 
avoid the extensive network of oneway streets. 
A tip for travellers coming from the North or West directions over the A8: Your navigation system 
will lead you at the Stuttgart motorway junction onto the A81 in the direction of Singen. 
However, you can reduce the driving time if you change instead from the A8 to the B27 at the 
Stuttgart-Degerloch exit (East of the Stuttgart motorway junction). This route is longer but quicker. 
Parking space is available directly in front of our office. 


